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Spatial and phasic oscillation of non-Newtonian wall shear
stress in human left coronary artery bifurcation: an insight to
atherogenesis
Johannes V. Soulisa, George D. Giannogloub, Yiannis S. Chatzizisisb,
Thomas M. Farmakisb, George A. Giannakoulasb, George E. Parcharidisb

and George E. Louridasb

Objective To investigate the wall shear stress oscillation

in a normal human left coronary artery bifurcation

computational model by applying non-Newtonian blood

properties and phasic flow.

Methods The three-dimensional geometry of the

investigated model included the left main coronary

artery along with its two main branches, namely the left

anterior descending and the left circumflex artery. For the

computational analyses a pulsatile non-Newtonian flow

was applied. To evaluate the cyclic variations in wall shear

stress, six characteristic time-points of the cardiac cycle

were selected. The non-Newtonian wall shear stress

variation was compared with the Newtonian one.

Results The wall shear stress varied remarkably in time

and space. The flow divider region encountered higher

wall shear stress values than the lateral walls throughout

the entire cardiac cycle. The wall shear stress exhibited

remarkably lower and oscillatory values in systole as

compared with that in diastole in the entire bifurcation

region, especially in the lateral walls. Although the

Newtonian wall shear stress experienced consistently

lower values throughout the entire cardiac cycle than the

non-Newtonian wall shear stress, the general pattern of

lower wall shear stress values at the lateral walls,

particularly during systole, was evident regardless of the

blood properties.

Conclusions The lateral walls of the bifurcation, where

low and oscillating wall shear stress is observed, are

more susceptible to atherosclerosis. The systolic period,

rather than the diastolic one, favors the development

and progression of atherosclerosis. The blood viscosity

properties do not seem to qualitatively affect the spatial

and temporal distribution of the wall shear stress. Coron
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Introduction
Today, a large body of evidence supports the fact that,

apart from the systemic risk factors, biomechanical

parameters are also involved in the initiation and

proliferation of coronary atherosclerosis [1]. The involve-

ment of these parameters could possibly explain the

preferential localization of atherosclerosis at certain

regions of the coronary arteries, despite the fact that all

coronary segments are equally exposed to the deleterious

effects of systemic risk factors [2]. Among the local

biomechanical factors, wall shear stress (WSS) has been

proven to be the most decisive one; however, its specific

pathophysiological implication in atherogenesis is still

under investigation. According to clinical observation,

regions where disturbed flow occurs (e.g. bifurcations,

branches, curves) have been shown to be more prone to

atherosclerosis [1,3–5]. It is in these complex regions that

blood velocity and WSS mainly exhibit low values or

oscillate in both magnitude and direction over short

distances. In recent years, the use of computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) rules to solve the governing Navier–

Stokes flow equations has become reasonably practical

and reliable. The distribution of local hemodynamic

parameters can be analyzed through the application of

CFD in human coronary arteries in order to elucidate

their possible contribution to atherogenesis.

Besides the spatial distribution of flow parameters, which

have already been studied extensively, their temporal

variation during the cardiac cycle has also been proposed
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as a decisive atherogenic factor. The atherogenic impact

of the temporal variation, however, has not been

adequately investigated [2,5,6]. In the great majority of

previous computational studies, the coronary flow was

considered as steady; that is, a constant flow velocity was

applied, although the flow throughout the arterial tree is

pulsatile by nature [2,7]. The application of unsteady

flow constitutes a challenging issue, as it demands

manifold computational power and analysis time. Numer-

ical studies of pulsatile flow through arterial stenosis,

with emphasis on WSS effects, were carried out by Tu et
al. [8]. In another study, He and Ku [9] performed

computational analysis in a left coronary artery (LCA)

bifurcation model and concluded that low and oscillatory

WSS correlates strongly with the localization of athero-

sclerosis. Similar studies were conducted in three-

dimensional (3D) carotid bifurcation models, investigat-

ing the flow phenomena under different bifurcation

angles [10,11]. Nevertheless, in all the aforementioned

studies, blood was treated as a Newtonian fluid, although

physiologically it is characterized by non-Newtonian

properties. Until now, very few studies have been

reported regarding blood as a non-Newtonian fluid

[12,13]. Hence, it would be of paramount importance

to explore the impact of non-Newtonian and phasic flow

properties on the hemodynamic profile of the human

coronary arterial tree.

The aim of this study was to investigate the spatial and

phasic WSS distribution during the cardiac cycle in a

normal human left main coronary artery (LMCA)

bifurcation computational model treating blood as a

non-Newtonian fluid. At the same time, a pathogenetic

link between WSS oscillations and atherogenesis was

attempted.

Methods
Three-dimensional geometry

The 3D geometry of the LCA computational model used

has been reported elsewhere on the basis of data

compiled from several sources [9,14]. In particular, the

investigated model included the LMCA and its two main

branches, namely the left anterior descending (LAD) and

the left circumflex (LCx) arteries (Fig. 1). The length

and average diameters of our model were as follows:

LMCA length, 11.0 mm; LMCA, LAD and LCx average

diameters, 4.0, 3.4 and 3.0 mm, respectively. The center-

line angles between LMCA and LAD, LMCA and

LCx, and LAD and LCx were 1591, 1171 and 841,

respectively. Finally, the LAD and LCx radii of curvature

were constant with values of 42.8 and 39.3 mm,

respectively.

Mesh generation

The 3D geometry data were incorporated in a preproces-

sing code (Gambit 2.0; Fluent Inc., Lebanon, NH, USA)

for unstructured mesh generation (Fig. 1). This code,

using the TGrid meshing algorithm, created a volume

mesh that primarily consisted of 61.635 tetrahedral

elements, corresponding to 14.147 nodes.

Boundary conditions

The blood flow was considered as 3D, unsteady and

laminar, while the arterial walls were assumed to be

inelastic and impermeable. The blood density r was

assumed to be constant at 1058.0 kg/m3, whereas blood

was treated as a non-Newtonian fluid obeying the power

law [15]. At the luminal surface, a no-slip boundary

condition was applied such that velocity components

parallel to the wall were zero. The Reynolds (Re) and

Womersley (Wo) numbers that characterized the flow

were set equal to 58 and 1.47, respectively. Furthermore,

to investigate the influence of blood viscosity properties

on the spatiotemporal behavior of the flow, the same

phasic simulation was performed considering blood

as a Newtonian fluid with a constant viscosity of

0.00345 kg/m-s.

Phasic flow

To simulate the physiological phasic flow conditions in

LCA, a typical inlet flow velocity waveform was applied

(Fig. 2). This waveform corresponds to the average

physiological human left coronary flow and has been

widely cited in the medical literature [2,16]. The cardiac

cycle period was set equal to 1000 ms, of which 300 ms

corresponded to systole and the remaining 700 ms to

diastole; thus, their duration ratio was regarded as

approximately 1 : 2 [16]. Two hundred solution time-

steps were utilized to describe the velocity waveform and

subsequently to elucidate the temporal variation of flow

parameters. At the LMCA entrance, the velocity was

Fig. 1
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Three-dimensional geometry of the utilized left coronary artery
bifurcation model along with the unstructured mesh on its luminal
surface. LAD, left anterior descending; LCX, left circumflex; LMCA, left
main coronary artery.
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considered to be uniform over the cross-section at each

time step.

From the entire velocity waveform, six characteristic

time-points, namely A, B, C, D, E and F, were selected

(Fig. 2). In detail, point A refers to the start of the cardiac

cycle, representing the start of isovolumetric contraction,

while point B occurs 15 ms after the onset of systole

corresponding to reversed flow (negative velocity). Point

C occurs after 150 ms and corresponds to the peak of the

ejection phase. Point D occurs 285 ms after the start of

systole, simultaneously with the insicura of the aortic

pressure waveform (closure of the aortic valve) represent-

ing the end of systole. Point E occurs 385 ms after point

A, at the peak of diastole. Finally, point F, occurring

642 ms after the onset of systole, represents the mid-

diastolic phase.

The applied initial flow conditions, referring to velocity

and pressure distribution over the flow field, were

computed from the entrance flow velocity during the

first time-step of the phasic waveform. For computational

purposes, the branching lengths were chosen to be long

enough to satisfy uniform outlet flow conditions. These

conditions required that the outlet fluxes in LAD and

LCx were proportional to their cross-sectional areas;

hence, the flow split ratio between LAD and LCx was set

equal to 1.7.

Calculated variables

All mesh and flow data were transferred to the main CFD

solver (Fluent 6.0; Fluent Inc, Lebanon, NH, USA). This

numerical code solved the classical Navier–Stokes’ flow

equations for continuity and momentum [2].

The main calculated variable was the WSS (N/m2)

defined as the product of velocity gradient at the wall

and blood viscosity [2]. The spatiotemporal distribution

of WSS was investigated in two distinct regions of the

LMCA bifurcation, namely the flow divider and the

lateral walls, constituting the inner and outer walls of the

bifurcation, respectively (Fig. 1). At these regions, the

minimum WSS (minWSS), maximum WSS (maxWSS)

and mean WSS (meanWSS) values were calculated for all

time points. Moreover, to study the influence of flow

pulsation on WSS variation [17], we calculated the

variable DWSS defined as follows:

DWSSr ¼
max WSSr �min WSSr

max WSSb

; ð1Þ

where maxWSSr and minWSSr were the maximum and

minimum WSS values over the cardiac cycle at a given

region ‘r’ on the arterial wall and maxWSSb was the

maximum WSS value over the entire bifurcation region.

Results
Qualitative analysis

Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of WSS at the

entire LMCA bifurcation region at all time points. It is

notable that the WSS distribution was highly non-uniform

owing to the complex 3D geometry of the LCA. In

particular, WSS experienced higher values at the LMCA

from its ostium up to few millimeters before the

bifurcation throughout the entire cardiac cycle (yellow

and green regions). At the bifurcation region, this

parameter revealed lower values at the lateral walls (blue

regions) and higher values at the flow divider. This ‘ring-

shaped’ low WSS region at the bifurcation was evident

during the entire cardiac cycle. Finally, the region, that

was in contact with the myocardial surface exhibited low

WSS as well, probably because of the inner curvature of

the coronary artery, while distally to the bifurcation, the

LAD and LCx regions experienced higher WSS values.

Figure 4 depicts the spatial variation of WSS at points B

(early systole) and E (peak diastole), revealing a

significant WSS oscillation in both magnitude and

direction at early systole.

Quantitative analysis

Figure 5 presents the variation of minWSS, maxWSS,

meanWSS and DWSS values at the flow divider and

lateral walls for all time points (from A to F). The WSS in

the entire bifurcation region ranged from 0.085 to

5.97 N/m2. The value of 5.97 N/m2 was used in variable

maxWSSb of equation (1) for the calculation of DWSS.

The flow divider region encountered higher meanWSS

and minWSS values than the lateral walls for all time

steps of the pulsatile waveform (Fig. 5a and c,

respectively), whereas maxWSS showed almost equal

values in both the flow divider and lateral wall regions

during the cardiac cycle (Fig. 5d). DWSS revealed higher

values in the lateral walls than in the flow divider

(Fig. 5b).

Fig. 2
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The normal blood velocity waveform in the left coronary artery.
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As far as the temporal variation of WSS is concerned,

all the variables (maxWSS, minWSS, meanWSS and

DWSS) exhibited a similar pattern with higher values in

diastole than in systole at both the flow divider and the

lateral walls. In particular, at the lateral walls,

the meanWSS increased from 1.64 N/m2 at peak systole

(point C) to 2.83 N/m2 at peak diastole (point E),

thus by almost 73%, while at the flow divider the

meanWSS experienced a 108% increase (from 2.13 to

4.43 N/m2).

With regard to the influence of blood properties on the

spatiotemporal variation of WSS, it was found that,

regardless of the non-Newtonian or Newtonian behavior,

the meanWSS followed the aforementioned spatial and

temporal patterns throughout the cardiac cycle (Fig. 6).

The Newtonian WSS, however, experienced consistently

lower values during the entire cardiac cycle than the non-

Newtonian WSS.

Discussion
Spatial variation of wall shear stress and atherogenesis

The spatial distribution of WSS found in our study was in

perfect agreement with other similar computational

studies [1,4,9]. Additionally, using the variable DWSS as

a measure of WSS oscillation attributed to phasic flow, we

found that the lateral walls encountered greater WSS

oscillations than the flow divider (Fig. 5b). The above

findings, in conjunction with several clinical observations

that atherosclerosis is mainly localized at the lateral walls

of bifurcation, while it spares the flow divider [18–20],

support a pathogenetic implication of low WSS on

Fig. 3
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Spatial distribution of wall shear stress (WSS, N/m2) at the entire bifurcation region for all time points (from A to F). Notice the ‘ring-shaped’ low
WSS contour region at the bifurcation after 150 ms (point C).
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atherogenesis [5]. Moreover, this WSS distribution

pattern in LMCA bifurcation was similar to the

corresponding one found in the carotid bifurcation

[10,18], suggesting that it could be extended to every

bifurcation of the human arterial tree.

Phasic flow and atherogenesis

As mentioned, meanWSS revealed a significant temporal

oscillation throughout the course of the cardiac cycle

(Fig. 5a). This phasic pattern of WSS could be attributed

to the physiological phenomena that occur during the

cardiac cycle. In the course of systole, while the

myocardium is ejecting the cardiac output, the epicardial

coronary segments are filled with blood. As the intramyo-

cardial segments of coronary arteries are almost collapsed

during this phase of the cardiac cycle, because of the

myocardial contraction, a retrograde blood flow is created

and directed from the subendocardial to the epicardial

coronary portions. As a result, this backward moving blood

significantly reduces the flow in the large epicardial

segments, eventually causing a substantial dilatation in

them. As long as the WSS variation is proportional to the

blood velocity variation, in the epicardial coronaries the

WSS gradually increases up to its systolic maximum at

mid-systole (point C) and then declines until the end of

systole (point D). In diastole, as the blood starts to

recirculate in intramyocardial coronary capillaries, the

blood flow in the LCA markedly increases; thus, the WSS

experiences a steeper increase until its diastolic max-

imum (point E). Eventually, the WSS slowly declines

(point F) throughout the rest of the diastolic phase until

the closure of the aortic valve and the initiation of the

next systole. In other words, the WSS maintains

significantly lower and oscillating values in systole than

in diastole. Given the importance of low and oscillating

WSS in atherogenesis, it seems reasonable to adopt the

hypothesis that the systolic period favors the pathophy-

siological processes responsible for the onset and devel-

opment of atherosclerosis (Fig. 7). In contrast, the steep

increase in WSS, appearing in diastole, modulates a rather

atheroprotective environment, compensating for the

systolic atherogenic effect [4].

Apart from the low values during systole, the WSS

experienced great temporal oscillations during the cardiac

cycle ranging between the systolic minimum and the

diastolic maximum. As presented in Fig. 4, a flow reversal

was included in our model at the onset of systole (from

point A to B), evoking a great WSS fluctuation in both

magnitude and direction. Given the implication of

oscillating WSS in atherogenesis [1,18], it could be

postulated that not just the systolic phase by itself but

also the cyclic WSS oscillation between systole and

diastole favor atherogenesis (Fig. 7) [21]. Indeed, this

atherogenic effect might be further intensified as these

phasic WSS oscillations are gradually accumulated

through life (‘concentrated stress effect’) [22].

The aforementioned cyclic hemodynamic phenomena

could also imply an atheroprotective role of bradycardia or

low heart rate [23,24]. According to clinical observations

in humans and experimental animal studies, a high heart

rate promotes atherosclerosis through different pathways

including the sympathetic overactivity, the increased

arterial wall stress and the reduced arterial compliance

[25–27]. The possible direct effect of heart rate on WSS,

however, has not been investigated yet. It could be

hypothesized that as diastole lasts longer than systole

(duration ratio of 2 : 1, approximately) in bradycardia or

low heart rate, it compensates for the atherogenic low

WSS values occurring during systole. In contrast, as the

heart rate increases, an increase in the total time spent on

systoles per minute relative to diastole occurs, because of

shortening of diastolic time, while at the same time the

number of the cardiac cycles per minute increase [16,21].

Thus, in regions susceptible to atherosclerosis, the

atherogenic effect of high heart rate might be attributed

to two potential mechanisms, namely the intensification

of the exposure of the endothelium to the atherogenic

Fig. 4
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effects of low systolic WSS and the increase in the

frequency of phasic WSS oscillations per minute. Both

phenomena are very likely to be augmented over the long

term (Fig. 7).

Pathogenetic linkage of low and oscillating wall shear

stress with atherogenesis

Under resting conditions, the WSS forces constitute a

critical modulator in maintaining normal physiologic

endothelial function and morphology producing a sig-

nificant atheroprotective effect [1,28]. The WSS, how-

ever, can potentially exert atherogenic effects in regions

where the flow is disturbed. On the basis of laboratory

findings, it seems that the low and oscillatory WSS

interplays with the endothelial cells activating them

through complex pathways [29,30]. In particular, mem-

brane integrins, ion channels and G proteins have been

recognized as mechanosensors, converting the WSS

stimuli into biochemical signals. These signals in turn

trigger downstream intracellular signalling pathways,

which eventually increase the activity of specific tran-

Fig. 5
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scription factors. Binding of these factors to DNA

activates numerous atherogenic genes that regulate cell

morphology, proliferation, apoptosis, differentiation, mi-

gration and secretion of prothrombotic and proinflamma-

tory molecules. Moreover, these gene alterations affect

the cytoskeletal fibers causing structural changes of the

endothelial cells [31]. As a result, the cells become more

permeable to the circulating lipoproteins and other

circulating inflammatory substances [4,21,29]. This

phenomenon is further augmented by the blood stagna-

tion that occurs in low flow regions. In these regions, the

residence time of blood atherogenic particles is increased,

thus facilitating their subendothelial migration through

the damaged endothelium [4,21].

Phasic versus steady flow

In this study, we applied a phasic flow to investigate the

variation of WSS in space and time in a normal LMCA

bifurcation. As mentioned, this approach was more

realistic because the blood flow is pulsatile by its nature

[32]. We found that the WSS exhibited lower values at

the lateral walls than at the flow divider, a pattern that

was evident throughout the entire cardiac cycle. In fact,

the same pattern has also been revealed in several other

studies in which the flow had been considered as steady

[5]. Thus, it seems that the assumption of steady flow is

adequate for studies focused on the spatial variation of

the local hemodynamic variables; however, the major flaw

in this approach is that it does not provide any

information about the phasic oscillation of WSS, which

according to our results seems to be a key modulator of

the local atherogenic environment.

Newtonian versus non-Newtonian model

Although blood does not by nature exhibit a constant

viscosity at all the flow rates – thus behaving as a non-

Newtonian fluid [12] – for reasons of simplicity the great

majority of the studies reported have considered circulat-

ing blood as Newtonian. While this simpler assumption in

large arteries is widely accepted [33], questions remain

unanswered about the viscosity of blood flow in the

coronaries. In this study, we treated the blood as a non-

Newtonian fluid obeying the power law. Moreover, we

investigated the effect of Newtonian blood properties on

the spatiotemporal behavior of the flow. We found that

the Newtonian WSS experienced consistently lower

values throughout the entire cardiac cycle than the non-

Newtonian WSS; however, the general pattern of lower

WSS values at the lateral walls, particularly during systole,

was evident regardless of the applied blood properties. In

addition, the non-Newtonian WSS distribution found in

our computational model did not reveal any remarkable

differences as compared with other similar studies, in

which the Newtonian model was utilized [2,9]. It seems

that when using CFD to investigate the WSS behavior,

although less accurate, the simpler and more applicable

assumption of Newtonian model will suffice [12].

Nevertheless, more analytical studies focused exclusively

on this field are needed.

Limitations

Several limitations were noted in this study. First, the

required time for the CFD simulation was long enough,

limiting the on-site application of the method. It is

anticipated, however, that the application of modern

more powerful desktop computers will significantly

eliminate this time. Second, although the 3D geometry

used was representative of the normal human LCA

bifurcation, it would be a great simplification to accept it

as a generalized human in-vivo model. As there are many

geometrical variations among humans, it would be more

realistic to conduct a similar study on patient-based

realistic 3D geometries. In future work, a larger

representative dataset, including in-vivo time-varying

3D geometries derived by integration of intravascular

ultrasound and biplane coronary angiography data, will be

utilized, applying pulsatile flow based on personalized

initial and boundary conditions.

Conclusions

We simulated the flow in a human normal bifurcation

model separated into two distinct flow regions, namely

the flow divider and the lateral walls, at which a detailed

non-Newtonian phasic flow analysis was performed. The

CFD analysis provided local details of WSS that could not

be revealed directly from imaging, enabling a better

understanding of the role of hemodynamics in plaque

development and progression. We found that during the

entire cardiac cycle the flow divider was subjected to

relatively high WSS, while the regions opposite to the

Fig. 7
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stress (WSS) environment. This effect is counterbalanced in the
diastolic phase when the blood flow is accelerated. Additionally, this
atherogenic action is further augmented by the WSS oscillations from
the low systolic to the high diastolic values during the evolution of the
cardiac cycle. Over the long term, these phenomena are gradually
accumulated.
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flow divider, at the lateral walls, and the epicardial

curvature of the bifurcation exhibited lower WSS. With

regard to temporal variation, the WSS encountered lower

values throughout systole than in diastole, suggesting a

possible atherogenic effect of both the systolic phase by

itself and the phasic oscillation of WSS from systole to

diastole. The computational model used could constitute

a generalized model for further phasic flow analyses and

their possible implication in atherogenesis.
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